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lon we found two chambers, one to the south, 
with a lot of speleothems, and the other, to the 
northwest, covered by mud, which has a curi-
ously shaped mound that looked like a grave; 
we call it the Speleologist Tomb. This room was 
followed by a small passage. At the east of the 
Great Salon we followed a passage and found a 
final 10-meter pit. 

Unfortunately, we found some evidence of 
previous explorations in this place, probably car-
ried out by the Société Québécoise de Spéléologie, 
but we cannot say if they completed survey.

The Ilama Coatl–Tomabak System (Old Snake) 
was explored in March 2010, but it was not until 
December 2012 that we finished the mapping and 
found another entrance that we called Tomabak. 
Ilama Coatl has five drops: 7, 7, 10, 22, and 25 
meters respectively, and connects with Tomabak 
in a large room full of great blocks. From here 
we found four passages. One of them was at the 
top of a 10-meter cascade that we climbed up. At 
the top we found a little paper that showed that 
members of the SQS had been there. We think 
that they connected their CT-1-6 cave with the 
Ilama Coatl–Tomabak System in the large room, 
because none of the others passages showed evi-
dence of exploration. Two of the passages are 
almost horizontal ,and the fourth one comes 
from the Tomabak entrance. From outside to 
inside, Tomabak has five pits, 9, 8, 20, 3, and 44 
meters respectively. The part of the system that 
we thought was unexplored has a total length 
of 1332 meters, with a horizontal extent of 1133 
meters and a depth of 144 meters.

Chaneques was found in 2006, but the cave 
remained lost for three years due the dense veg-

SUSANA KAJI ARRIVING AT THE GREAT 
SALON IN ILAMA COATL-TOMABAK SYSTEM. 
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